AGENDA ITEM:

2

CASE NUMBER:

BOA 19-114 (City)

B.O.A. MEETING: January 22, 2020

LOCATION:

956 South Third Street

OWNER/APPLICANT:

Kenneth R. Currie / Aundra L. White

REPRESENTATIVE:

Tawanda Scaife

REQUEST:

Use variance from Section 2.5.2 to allow vehicle sales

AREA:

+/-0.2913 acres

EXISTING ZONING:

Commercial Mixed Use – 1 (CMU-1) and Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)

CONCLUSIONS
1. The applicant is seeking relief from Section 2.5.2 of the Unified Development Code to allow vehicle sales in the Commercial
Mixed Use – 1 and Residential Urban – 3 districts.

2. This application was filed as a correspondence to Docket Number BOA 56-127 (City) which was approved by the Board of
Adjustment on October 24, 1956 to allow a setback encroachment resulting in a zero-rear yard setback for a filling station.

3. The South Memphis Plan (1999) lead to a comprehensive downzoning of this area in order to filter out uses deemed too
intensive and incompatible with the stability of residential neighborhoods; under the zoning ordinance in effect at the time
this resulted in the vehicles sales use no longer being permitted by right as this use not considered to be conducive to the
stability of residential neighborhoods, see page 21 of this report.

4. Note that the existing adjacent land use to the west and north of the subject property is an illegally operating auto sales
business that does not have an active zoning entitlement at either of these adjacent locations and this operation has been
cited to Environmental Court by the Office of Construction Code Enforcement, see page 17 of this report

5. The proliferation of the intensive auto sales use within this neighborhood would detract from the revitalization of the
community and run contrary to adopted plans and policies of the City of Memphis, see pages 18-20 of this report for a
selection of projects contributing to the revival of this community.

6. The granting of this variance will cause substantial detriment to the public good, it will substantially impair the intent and
purpose of an adopted plan or the Code, it will be injurious to the neighborhood and the general welfare, and it will not be
harmony with the purpose and intent of the development code.

REQUIRED FINDINGS
Pursuant to Section 9.22.6 of the Unified Development Code, this site does not exhibit any extraordinary features that would
impart a hardship or practical difficulty that would justify approving this use variance request. Furthermore, the applicant has
provided no responses to the required variance criteria. See further analysis on page 13 of this report.

CONSISTENCY WITH MEMPHIS 3.0
This proposal is inconsistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan per the land use decision criteria. See further analysis on pages
14-17 of this report.

RECOMMENDATION:

Rejection
Staff Writer: Jeffrey Penzes

E-mail: jeffrey.penzes@memphistn.gov
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Street Frontage:

South Third Street
Lucerne Place

+/-135.00 linear feet
+/-94.40 linear feet

Zoning Atlas Page:

2025

Parcel ID:

013032 00001

Existing Zoning:

Commercial Mixed Use – 1 (CMU-1) and Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)

PUBLIC NOTICE
In accordance with Sub-Section 9.3.4A of the Unified Development Code, a notice of public hearing is required
to be mailed. A total of 5 notices were mailed on November 5, 2019.
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LOCATION MAP

SUBJECT PROPERTY

Subject property located within the pink circle, South Memphis neighborhood
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VICINITY MAP

Subject property highlighted in yellow
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AERIAL

Subject property outlined in yellow, imagery from March 14, 2018
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ZONING MAP

Subject property indicated by a pink star
Existing Zoning:

Commercial Mixed Use – 1 (CMU-1) and Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3)

Surrounding Zoning
North:

CMU-1 and RU-3

East:

RU-3 and PD 12-311 (Calvary Rescue Mission PD)

South:

CMU-1, RU-3 and PD 12-311 (Calvary Rescue Mission PD)

West:

CMU-1 and EMP
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LAND USE MAP

Subject property indicated by a white star
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SITE PHOTOS

View of subject property from South Third Street looking east

View of subject property from South Third Street looking east

View of subject property from Lucerne Place looking south
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View across South Third Street from subject property looking west

View down South Third Street from subject property looking south

View down South Third Street from subject property looking north
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View across Lucerne Place from subject property looking north

View down Lucerne Place from subject property looking east

View down Lucerne Place from subject property looking west
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SITE PLAN
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SITE PLAN – ZOOMED
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Request and Justification
The application and letter of intent have been added to this report, see pages 29-33 of this report. The applicant
has not provided responses to the variance criteria as requested.
The request is a use variance from Section 2.5.2 to allow vehicle sales.
Variance Criteria
Staff disagrees the variance criteria as set out in the Unified Development Code 9.22.6 are met. Furthermore, the
applicant has not provided responses to the variance criteria outlined below as requested.
9.22.6 Findings of Fact
The Board of Adjustment must make specific written findings of fact on each variance request. In granting any
variance, the Board of Adjustment shall make the following findings:
A. Bulk and Other Non-Use Variances
(1) Unusual characteristics of the property. The property is unusual in that it exhibits at least one of
the following exceptional physical features as compared to other properties located in the same
zoning district: exceptional topographic conditions, exceptional narrowness, exceptional
shallowness, exceptional shape or any other extraordinary and exceptional situation or condition;
(2) Practical difficulties or undue hardship. By reason of the unusual characteristics found to apply in
Paragraph 1, the strict application of any regulation found in this Code would result in peculiar
and exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional or undue hardship upon the owner of such
property;
(3) The unusual characteristic found to apply in Paragraph 1 is not the result from any deliberate
action by the owner;
(4) That a variance from the strict application of this Code may be granted without substantial
detriment to the public good and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of an
adopted plan and this Code;
(5) The requested variance will be in harmony with the purpose and intent of this development code
and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or to the general welfare;
(6) The variance is not granted simply because by granting the variance, the property could be utilized
more profitably or that the applicant would save money.
B. Use Variances
(1) In addition to the findings established for other variances in Subsection A, the Board of Adjustment
shall also find that none of the uses permitted on the property are practical due to either the
unusual characteristic found to apply in Subsection A, Paragraph 1, or to any physical
improvements made upon the property.
Site Description
The subject property is a +/-12,689-square-foot parcel (013032 00001) located at 956 South Third Street in the
South Memphis neighborhood with an underlying zoning of Commercial Mixed Use – 1 (CMU-1) and Residential
Urban – 3 (RU-3). Per the Assessor’s Office, the principal structure on the site was built in 1956 and currently
has a ground floor area of 21,305 square feet and the surrounding land uses are a mixture of: institutional,
commercial, industrial, and residential. Additionally, the existing principle structure on-site has a zero-rear yard
setback as approved by the Board of Adjustment under Docket Number BOA 56-127 City, see page 14 of this
report.
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Docket BOA 56-127 (City)
This case was approved by the Board of Adjustment on October 24, 1956, and granted a variance for the erection
of a service station (gas station) with no rear yard, see pages 25-27 of this report for the notice of disposition.
Note that the Unified Development Code would not allow the erection of a service station (gas station) in this
location by right under the current ordinance.
Site Plan Review
The proposed site plan contains a parking layout that does not meet the dimensional requirements of the Unified
Development Code e.g. drive aisles that are too narrow and parking spaces that would be blocked in by other
parking spaces. Additionally, the site plan does not propose any site improvements e.g. no landscaping, uncoated
chain link fencing to remain, excessive curb cuts and curb cuts too close to an intersection to remain, clear site
triangle requirement not met, etc. The site currently incongruous with the property to its south and east, the
Calvary Rescue Mission, see page 18 of this report.
Consistency with Memphis 3.0
Staff uses the following criteria contained in Memphis 3.0 to determine consistency.
1. The future land use planning map:
The subject site is identified as Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types in the future land use
planning map.

The black box indicates the subject property’s location on the Future Land Use Map above.
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2. The land use category descriptions and graphic portrayals, including whether the proposed use is
compatible with the zone districts listed in the zoning notes and the proposed building(s) fit the listed form
and location characteristics:
The site is designated as Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types (ANM), Accelerate ¼ Mile.
ANM Anchor Neighborhoods with a Mix of Building Types
are a combination of one to three-story house-scale buildings
with large home and apartments of up to four stories close to
anchors and along corridors. In these neighborhoods is a mix
of attached, semi-detached, and detached residential, all
located within a 10-minute walk from the anchor destination.
Any mixed-use is along corridors, allowing shopping
destinations to connect between mixed-use and residential
neighborhoods. See graphic portrayal to the right.
“ANM” Goals/Objectives:
Preservation, stabilization, and/or intensification of neighborhoods, focusing investment toward areas that
support plan goals and objectives, locating housing near services, jobs, transit, building up not out.
“ANM” Form & Location Characteristics:
ACCELERATE: Primarily detached, single-family house-scale residences of 1-3 stories in height.
Attached, house-scale single-family, duplexes, triplexes and quadplexes of 1-3 stories in height permitted
on parcels within 200 feet of an anchor and at intersections where the presence of such housing type
currently exists. Building-scale large homes and apartments of 2-4 stories in height permitted on parcels
within 100 feet of an anchor; at intersections where the presence of such housing type currently exists at
the intersection. Other housing and commercial types along avenues, boulevards and parkways as
identified in the Street Types Map where same types exist on one or more adjacent parcels. The site is
located within an Opportunity Zone.
The applicant is requesting a use variance to allow vehicle sales. The request does not meet this criterion
as it the site plan layout does align with the pertinent graphics and descriptions which characterize that
buildings should be pulled up to the street to promote walkability and this development maintains the
principle structure at a +/-65-foot front setback from Third Street. However, since the building is existing
in the current location it should be noted that the greater issue is that the applicant is proposing no design
improvements to the site that would align with the intentions of the Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of
Building Types future land use category.
3. Existing, adjacent land uses and zoning:
The subject site is within the vicinity of the following land uses: institutional, commercial, industrial, and
residential. The subject site is within the vicinity of the following zoning districts: Commercial Mixed
Use – 1 (CMU-1), Residential Urban – 3 (RU-3), and Employment (EMP). The requested land use of
vehicle sales is incompatible as the proposed use would not be conducive to the revitalization of the
neighborhood in a manner that aligns with the future land use designation.
Note: see page 17 of this report for additional information on the existing adjacent land use to the west
and north of the subject property.
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4. The degree of change map:
The subject site is identified as Accelerate ¼ mile in the degree of change map.

The subject property’s location is within the red box indicated in the Degree of Change Map above.
5. The degree of change descriptions:
General accelerate descriptions:
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Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types accelerate description:

The request to allow auto sales does not meet this criterion as it does not promote any of the general
accelerating examples as shown above. Nor would it promote or be conducive to any of the accelerating
activities designated within its applicable future land use category, as shown above.
In conclusion, this proposal is inconsistent with the Memphis 3.0 General Plan per the land use consistency
decision criteria that considers the future land use planning map, land use category descriptions and graphic
portrayals, degree of change map and descriptions, goals, policies, existing and adjacent zoning districts and land
uses, etc.
The site is designated as a future land use of Anchor Neighborhood – Mix of Building Types and degree of change
of accelerate. The proposed use of auto sales in this location is not considered to be an accelerating development
that aligns with the future land use designation nor would it contribute to the revitalization of this community.
Existing Adjacent Auto Sales Land Use
Note that the existing adjacent land use to the west and north of the subject property is an illegally operating auto
sales business that does not have an active zoning entitlement. The Office of Construction Code Enforcement
cited this operation on November 13, 2019, to Environmental Court, see page 28 of this report.
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Neighborhood Revitalization
There have been several revitalizing efforts within this neighborhood to contribute to the uplifting of the
community and improved streetscape. The following is a selection recent projects identified within this
community and anchor neighborhood boundary as identified within the Memphis 3.0 General Plan.
The Calvary Rescue Mission (2018) construction and expansion at 225 Lucerne Place and is immediately adjacent
to the subject property to the south and east and provides meals, counselling, lodging, etc. for homeless men.

View of Calvary Rescue Mission adjacent to subject property from South Third Street looking west

View of Calvary Rescue Mission adjacent to the subject property from Lucerne Place looking southeast
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G. E. Patterson Pointe (2007) at 886 Latham Street an 80-unit senior living facility, 25 detached single-family
lots, and 4 quadplex lots that was developed in partnership with the Memphis Housing Authority.

View of G. E. Patterson Pointe senior living facility from the intersection of E. H. Crump Boulevard and South
Fourth Street looking southwest

View of G. E. Patterson Pointe detached single-family lots from Latham Street looking southeast
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Mason Village (2018) at 339 E. H. Crump Boulevard a 77-unit townhouse development a public-private
partnership project with the City of Memphis Division of Housing and Community Development and the
Memphis Housing Authority.

View of Mason Village from the intersection of E. H. Crump Boulevard and South Fourth Street looking southeast

View of Mason Village from South Fourth Street looking northeast
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South Memphis Plan (1999)
The South Memphis Plan identified incompatible land uses as a factor leading to the decline of South Memphis
and as a contributor to blight in neighborhoods. As such, a comprehensive rezoning (Z 99-112) was approved by
the Council of the City of Memphis on December 21, 1999, and downzoned the area the subject property lies
within from Highway Commercial (CH) to the Local Commercial (CL) District as a means of discouraging
commercial uses that are not compatible with stable residential neighborhoods. At the time this change meant that
vehicle sales would no longer be permitted by right at the subject site which aligns with vehicle sales not being
considered conducive to the stability of residential neighborhoods. In the Unified Development Code the CH
District converts to the CMU-3 District and the CL District converts to the CMU-1 District and currently neither
district allows vehicle sales by right; both require the issuance of a special use permit.
Conclusions
The applicant is seeking relief from Section 2.5.2 of the Unified Development Code to allow vehicle sales in the
Commercial Mixed Use – 1 and Residential Urban – 3 districts.
This application was filed as a correspondence to Docket Number BOA 56-127 (City) which was approved by
the Board of Adjustment on October 24, 1956 to allow a setback encroachment resulting in a zero-rear yard
setback for a filling station.
The South Memphis Plan (1999) lead to a comprehensive downzoning of this area in order to filter out uses
deemed too intensive and incompatible with the stability of residential neighborhoods; this resulted in the vehicles
sales use no longer being permitted by right as this use not considered to be conducive to the stability of residential
neighborhoods.
Note that the existing adjacent land use to the west and north of the subject property is an illegally operating auto
sales business that does not have an active zoning entitlement at either of these adjacent locations and this
operation has been cited to Environmental Court by the Office of Construction Code Enforcement.
The proliferation of the intensive auto sales use within this neighborhood would detract from the revitalization of
the community and run contrary to adopted plans and policies of the City of Memphis, see pages 18-20 for a
selection of projects contributing to the revival of this community.
The granting of this variance will cause substantial detriment to the public good, it will substantially impair the
intent and purpose of an adopted plan or the Code, it will be injurious to the neighborhood and the general welfare,
and it will not be harmony with the purpose and intent of the development code.
There is no hardship or practical difficulty presented by the applicant that justifies approving this variance.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends rejection; however, if approved, staff recommends the following conditions:
Conditions
1. Any change or deviation from the site plan upon the determination of the Planning Director shall be submitted
to the Board of Adjustment for review and approval or administrative review and approval by the Office of
Planning and Development.
2. A revised site plan with landscaping and other site elements in conformance with the conditions of approval
shall be submitted for administrative review and approval by the Office of Planning and Development.
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3. There shall be no banners, flags, steamers, balloons, temporary or portable signs, reader board signs, roofmounted signs, or similar advertising signs/devices or tents allowed on site.
4. There shall be no outdoor speaker system or similar system that emits or broadcasts any sound, noise, or
outcry.
5. There shall be no artificially elevated vehicle display(s).
6. Outdoor site lighting shall be arranged/positioned to prevent direct glare onto any public right-of-way or
private property.
7. All refuse containers shall be completely screened from view from all adjacent properties and all public rightof-way.
8. Outdoor site lighting must comply with Chapter 4.7 of the Memphis and Shelby County Unified Development
Code.
9. All existing sidewalks and curb openings along the frontage of this site shall be inspected for ADA compliance
and the applicant shall install an ADA and PROWAG compliant curb ramp at the corner of South Third Street
and Lucerne Place. The applicant shall be responsible for any reconstruction or repair necessary to meet City
standards.
10. Only one (1) curb cut shall be allowed on South Third Street. This curb cut shall be in compliance with Section
4.4.4 of the Unified Development Code and subject to the review and approval by the City Engineer. No curb
cuts shall be allowed on Lucerne Place.
11. All nonconforming curb cuts and any curb cuts not in compliance with Condition 10 shall be closed with curb,
gutter, and sidewalk.
12. All fencing shall be of high-quality materials such as a wrought iron, black-coated vinyl chain-link, or
equivalent material subject to review and approval by the Office of Planning and Development. Fencing along
the eastern property boundary shall be sight-proof pressure treated cedar wood or masonry of eight (8) feet in
total height.
13. Uncoated chain-link and low-quality fencing, barbed wire, concertina wire, electrified, etc. shall not be
allowed and all existing shall be removed.
14. The parking and loading dimensional requirements of Sub-Section 4.5.5A of the Unified Development Code
must be complied with.
15. The parking ratio requirements of Section 4.5.3 of the Unified Development Code must be complied with.
16. The surfacing and maintenance requirements of Paragraph 4.5.5C(1) of the Unified Development Code must
be complied with.
17. An appropriate streetscape plate or equivalent alternative streetscape plate, subject to administrative review
and approval of the Office of Planning and Development, is required along South Third Street and Lucerne
Place.
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18. The clear sight triangle requirements of Section 4.4.7 of the Unified Development Code must be met.
19. A Class II Buffer or equivalent alternative, subject to administrative review and approval by the Office of
Planning and Development, must be installed along the eastern property boundary.
20. The defunct non-conforming on-premise detached sign shall be removed or modified to comply with the
applicable standards of Chapter 4.9 of the Unified Development Code.
21. Outdoor storage is prohibited.
22. This variance shall expire two (2) years after the date of approval.
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DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City/County Engineer:
1. UDC Section 4.2.1 Required Sidewalk Repair: sidewalk should be inspected for ADA compliance and
install ADA and PROWAG compliant Curb Ramp at corner of Third and Lucerne
2. UDC Section 4.4.4 Location of Driveway Access Points/5.1 TDOT Driveway Manual: curb cut must be
100’ from edge of ROW of Lucerne Place on Third Street and 20’ (to throat) from south property line,
curb cut on Lucerne must move to 3.5 feet from east property line
3. UDC Section 4.4.6 Driveways for Multifamily Apartment and Nonresidential Uses/4.2 TDOT Driveway
Manual: exceeds the number of driveways allowed, limited to 1 each curb cut for Lucerne and Third
4. UDC 4.6.7 Fences and Walls: existing fence does not comply with UDC requirements
5. UDC 4.4.7 Clear Sight Triangle: current configuration restricts sight triangle pulling out of Lucerne to go
onto Third
6. UDC Section 4.4.8 Guardhouses and Gates: 20-foot minimum que space from back of ROW
City/County Fire Division:
• All design and construction shall comply with the 2015 edition of the International Fire Code (as locally
amended) and referenced standards.
•

Fire apparatus access shall comply with section 503. Where security gates are installed that affect required
fire apparatus access roads, they shall comply with section 503.6 (as amended).

•

Fire protection water supplies (including fire hydrants) shall comply with section 507.

•

Where fire apparatus access roads or a water supply for fire protection are required to be installed, such
protection shall be installed and made serviceable prior to and during the time of construction except when
approved alternate methods of protection are provided.

•

A detailed plans review will be conducted by the Memphis Fire Prevention Bureau upon receipt of
complete construction documents. Plans shall be submitted to the Shelby County Office of Code
Enforcement.

City Real Estate:
City/County Health Department:
Shelby County Schools:
Construction Code Enforcement:
Memphis Light, Gas and Water:
Office of Sustainability and Resilience:
• No comments at this time.

No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
No comments received.
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BOA 56-1127 CITY NOTICE OF DISPOSITION
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936 & 953 SOUTH THIRD STREET CITATION
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APPLICATION
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LETTER OF INTENT
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LETTERS RECEIVED
No letters received at the time of completion of this report.
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